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BEFORE THE COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT 

OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

4 In Re the Matter of: CIC No. 7599-F-163 

STIPULATION, AGREEMENT 
AND ORDER OF REPRIMAND 

5 The Honorable David B. Ladenburg, 
Judge of the Tacoma Municipal Court 

6 

7 

8 The Commission on Judicial Conduct and David B. Ladenburg, Judge of the Tacoma 

9 Municipal Court, stipulate and agree as provided herein. This stipulation is submitted pursuant to 

10 Article IV, Section 31 of the Washington Constitution and Rule 23 of the Commission's Rules of 

11 Procedure and shall not become effective until approved by the Washington Commission on Judicial 

12 Conduct. 

13 

14 

15 I. 

I. STIPULATED FACTS 

Judge David Laden burg (Respondent) is a judge of the Tacoma Municipal Court, and 

16 has served in that capacity since January, 2003. 

17 2. In August of 2006, Respondent was publically sanctioned by the Commission on 

18 Judicial Conduct for requiring a woman wearing a religious head covering to remove it or leave his 

19 courtroom. (See CIC No. 4939-F-130, attached and incorporated by reference.) In that case, the 

20 Commission and Respondent agreed that Respondent's conduct infringed upon an individual's 

21 fundamental rightto religious freedom in a manner that contravened well-settled principles of First 

22 Amendment law. In a stipulation that resolved that 2006 case, Respondent expressly acknowledged 

23 that, at the time of his actions, "he had not realized that the law is well-settled that it is the person 

24 exercising his or her sincere religious belief, not the judge, who decides what their religion requires 

25 of them." Respondent further stipulated he would not repeat such conduct in the future. 

26 

27 

3. In April of2014, the Commission received a complaint alleging Respondent infringed 
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1 on a defendant's exercise of religious freedom in his court. The Commission's investigation 

2 confirmed that Respondent told a criminal defendant appearing in court on March 20, 2014 wearing 

3 a fedora, which the defendant explained was worn as part of his Jewish faith, to bring to his next 

4 hearing evidence or information supporting his decision to wear that particular head covering. Later 

5 in the hearing, Respondent reiterated, " ... as I say bring me some information that supports your 

6 religious beliefs and you're more than welcome to keep your fedora on in court. But if you fail to 

7 bring that information to me then I will have it removed." The prosecution requested imposition of 

8 bail, because the defendant had a prior warrant issued for failing to appear and was late for the 

9 March 20, 2014 hearing. The judge declined to impose bail. At the subsequent hearing, the 

10 defendant wore his fedora and Respondent inquired as to whether he had br01Jght the requested 

11 information to the court. The defendant's attorney told the court that she had instructed her client 

12 not to bring any information because the judge's request was in violation of her client's free exercise 

13 of religion. Respondent then required the attorney to write a memorandum of law on the issue and 

14 indicated that he was not familiar with the wearing of a fedora as opposed to other head coverings 

15 such as a yarmulke and said that " .. .ifl determine that's not a valid religious belief! could require 

16 you to remove the hat. .. " At the third and final hearing, upon receipt of the memorandum, which 

17 cited the prior Commission sanction against him and explained why Respondent's requirement 

18 violated the First Amendment, Respondent expressed disappointment that the attorney had not 

19 addressed the issue of a fedora as a religious head-covering. (The case was dismissed on a motion 

20 of the prosecution for unrelated reasons.) 

21 4. The Commission commenced initial proceedings in July 2014, by contacting 

22 Respondent and serving him with a Statement of Allegations. The Statement of Allegations alleged 

23 that, on March 20 and April 4, 2014, Respondent may have violated Canon I (Rules 1.1 and 1.2) and 

24 Canon 2 (Rules 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5(A)) by ordering a criminal defendant to bring to his next hearing 

25 evidence supporting his decision to wear particular headwear, which the defendant identified as 

26 religious, and indicating that if he failed to bring the information, or if Respondent determined his 

27 belief was not valid, Respondent would require him to remove his hat. 
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I 5. Respondent answered the Statement of Allegations on August 14, 2014. Respondent 

2 admitted the facts alleged and indicated that he did not intend to curtail anyone's religious practice, 

3 he simply sought to be educated on the issue because he had never heard of a fedora as a substitute 

4 for a yarmulke or other Jewish head covering. In retrospect, Respondent now agrees that his actions, 

5 and particularly his choice of words in requiring the defendant to "bring information supporting his 

6 beliefs" and saying that if he determined it was "not a valid religious belief' he could have the hat 

7 removed, violated settled law, the Code of Judicial Conduct and prior Commission stipulations.1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A. 

I. 

II. AGREEMENT 

Respondent's Conduct Violated the Code of Judicial Conduct. 

Based upon the foregoing stipulated facts, Respondent and the Commission agree that 

12 Respondent violated Canons I (Rules I.I and 1.2), and Canon 2 (Rules 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5(A)). 

13 2. Canon I (Rules 1.1 and 1.2) requires that judges comply with the law and uphold the 

14 integrity of the judiciary by avoiding impropriety and the appearance of impropriety, and act at all 

15 times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity and impartiality 

16 of the judiciary. Canon 2, Rule 2.2 requires that judges uphold and apply the law, and perform all 

17 duties of judicial office fairly and impartially; Rule 2.3 requires that judges perform judicial duties 

18 withm1t bias orp!eJud~ce; a11d Rule 2.5(A) requires thatjud.ges perform judicial and administrative 

19 duties, competently and diligently. 

20 

21 

B. 

I. 

Imposition of Sanction. 

The sanction imposed by the Commission must be commensurate to the level of 

22 Respondent's culpability, sufficient to restore and maintain the public's confidence in the integrity 

23 of the judiciary, and sufficient to deter similar acts of misconduct in the future. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

2. In determining the appropriate level of discipline to impose, the Commission 

As noted in a stipulation subsequent to Respondent's prior admonishment, "Judges may inquire into the 
sincerity of the claimed religious belief, but decisions about what a person's faith requires of them is solely up to the 
person professing the religion .... The only issue is whether the adherent believes that a given practice is part of their 
sincere faith." See, In re Stolz, CJC No. 5456-F-138 (August 2008). 
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1 considers the factors set out in Rule 6( c) of its Rules of Procedure. 

2 a. Characteristics of the Misconduct. 

3 The misconduct at issue is not an isolated incident, as Respondent has been previously 

4 disciplined for very similar misconduct. The repetition of nearly identical conduct, in the face of 

5 a stipulated agreement recognizing the error and affirming the conduct would not be repeated, is 

6 injurious to the public's confidence in the judge's integrity and diminishes respect for the court. The 

7 nature of the misconduct is to potentially deprive a person from access to the courtroom, or require 

8 that they forgo their religiously motivated practice of wearing a head covering. The misconduct 

9 draws unwelcome public attention to a criminal defendant's religious affiliation where that 

10 affiliation is protected under the federal and state constitutions and irrelevant to the case before the 

11 court. While Respondent expressed his directives and questions in a calm, polite manner, his 

12 expressed desire to maintain decorum by focusing on the head covering after being informed it had 

13 religious significance was misplaced. The defendant's garb did not create a disturbance or even a 

14 distraction to the court proceedings, but for the Respondent's conduct in questioning his right to 

15 wear it. The misconduct potentially deprives or compromises a defendant of the free exercise of 

16 religion, and took the time and effort of a defense attorney away from issues actually germane to the 

17 defense of her clients. The misconduct occurred in the courtroom, in the judge's official capacity. 

18 On the other hand, the judge did not, at any point in the three hearings with the defendant, ever 

19 actually order or otherwise require that he remove the headgear. Respondent did not rule 

20 vindictively against the defendant, as evidenced by his declining to impose bail despite the request 

21 of the prosecution. As noted above, though he plainly erred in demanding that the defendant satisfy 

22 the judge with regard to what his religion demanded of him, Respondent was consistently polite in 

23 the manner in which he addressed the defendant. There is no evidence that the judge flagrantly or 

24 intentionally violated the oath ofoffice nor exploited his official capacity to satisfy personal desires. 

25 

26 b. Service and Demeanor of Respondent. 

27 Respondent has served as a judge for twelve years and, as previously noted, was disciplined 
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in 2006 for conduct similar to that at issue here. The prior discipline, and the fact that Respondent's 

misconduct in this instance squarely contradicts the prior stipulation, is a serious aggravating factor. 

Respondent has again indicated that he will not repeat such conduct in the future. In mitigation, 

Respondent has cooperated fully with the Commission's investigation. He acknowledges that the 

act occurred, it was inappropriate and violated the Code of Judicial Conduct. Respondent has been 

recognized by community organizations for his work on the domestic violence court. 

3. Based upon the stipulated facts, upon consideration and balancing of the above 

factors, Respondent and the Commission agree that Respondent's stipulated misconduct shall be 

sanctioned by the imposition of a reprimand. A "reprimand" means a written action of the 

commission that requires a respondent to appear personally before the commission and that finds 

that the conduct of the respondent is a violation of the Code of Judicial Conduct and does not require 

censure or a recommendation to the supreme court that the respondent be suspended or removed. 

A reprimand shall include a requirement that the respondent follow a specified corrective course of 

action. Reprimand is an intermediate level of disciplinary action the commission can issue .. 

C. Standard Additional Terms of Commission Stipulation 

1. Respondent further agrees he will not retaliate against any person known or suspected 

to have cooperated with the Commission, or otherwise associated with this matter. 

2. . Respondent agrees he will rn:>t _repeat such conduct in the future ... _ 

3. Respondent agrees he will promptly read and familiarize himself with the Code of 

Judicial Conduct in its entirety. Respondent also agrees he will complete training, not at 

Commission expense, focused on appropriate means of courtroom control, approved in advance by 

the Commission Chair or his designate, no later than one year from the date this stipulation is 

accepted by the Commission. 

4. Respondent agrees that by entering into this stipulation and agreement he hereby 

waives his procedural rights and appeal rights pursuant to the Commission on Judicial Conduct 

Rules of Procedure and Article IV, Section 31 of the Washington State Constitution in this 

proceeding. 
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2 5. Respondent affirms he consulted with or has had an opportunity to consult with 

3 counsel prior to entering this stipulation. 
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J. R ko Callner 
Ex utive Director 
Commission on Judicial Conduct 

Date 

Date 
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1 

2 

ORDER OF REPRIMAND 

3 Based on the above Stipulation and Agreement, the Commission on Judicial Conduct hereby 

4 orders Respondent, Judge David B. Laden burg, reprimanded for the above set forth violations of the 

5 Code of Judicial Conduct. Respondent shall not engage in such conduct in the future and shall fulfill 

6 all of the terms of the Stipulation and Agreement as set forth therein. 
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DATED this ___ day of ______ , 2015 

Joseph Bell, Chair 
Commission on Judicial Conduct 
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CJC No. 4939-F-130 

STIPULATION, AGREEMENT 
AND ORDER OF 
ADMONISHMENT 

The Commission on Judicial Conduct and David B. Ladenburg1 judge Qf the Tacoma· 
. ' . 

Municipal Court, stipulate and agree as provided herein. This stipulation is suqmitted pursu~t 

to Article IV, Section 31 of the Washingto.n Constitution and Rule 23 of~e Commission's 

Rules of Procedure and shall not become effective until approved by the Washington 

Commission on Judicial Conduct. Judge Ladenburg has been represented in these proceedings 

by Attorney J. Richard Creatura. 

I. STIPULATED FACTS 

1. Judge David B. Ladenburg (Respondent) is now, and was at all times referred 

to in this document, a Judge of the Tacoma Municipal Court. Respondent has served in that 

capacity since January, 2003. 

2. In January of 2006, the Commission on Judicial Conduct (Commissiqp.) 

received a complaint alleging Respondent required a woman who was attending court in 

support of a relative to either remove the head scarf she wore for religious reasons or leave his 

courtroom. After an independent investigation, the Commission commenced initial 

proceedings in April 2006, by contacting Respondent and serving him with a Statement of 

Allegations. The Statement of Allegations alleged that, on Jam;tary 25, 2006, Respondent 

required a woman who was weaiing a head covering that she said she wore for religious 

.reasons to either remove the head covering or leave the courtroom. It was alleged 
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Respondent's actions .and attendant comments created an appearance of bias or prej~dice 

agaitµlt this person, whom Respondent tmderstood to be Muslim. After the w~.rnan left the 

courtroom, Respondent explained on ~he record in open court that.he had "invited many.people .. 

in the p~t to present me some evidence with regard to Whether or not the Muslim religion 

would require" removal ofhead coverings in court and concluded "that that particular religious 

denomination honors governmental institutions and institutions of law and bas no particular 

proscription against removal of head covers for that pmpose." 

3. Respondent answered the Statement of Allegations on May 17, 2006. Respondent 

admitted that he required t~e woman wearing a traditional head scarf to leave his courtroom 
. . 

after she indicated that she would not, because of her religious beliefs, remove it. He explained 

that he had a policy that requited everyone. in his courtroom· to remove any ~eaci covering, 

wtless he was presented evidence that removing a liead covering was prohibited for religious 

or medical reasons. Respondent acknowledged be had not fully considered that his policy 

might infringe upon individuals' First Amendment right to free exercise of religion. He 

admitted he had not realized that the Jaw is well-settled that it is fue person exercising hi& or 

,her sincere religious belief, not the judge, who decides what their religion requires of them. 

Respondent further. acknowledged tpat, prior to this incid~nt, he was incorrect in his 

interpretation of the law. 

Il. AGREEMENT 

A. Respondent's Conduct Violated the Code of Judicial Conduct. 

1. Based upon the foregoing stipulated facts, Respondent and the Commission 

agree that Respondent violated. Canons 1, 2(A), and 3(A)( 1) by requiring a woman we~g a 

religious head covering to re.move lt or leave his courtroom: Respondent's failure to· 

understan.d and.adhere to a well-settled principle of First Amendment law infringed upon an 

individual's fundamentalri~ht to religious freedom and consequently, under the circumstances 

he~e, created an appearance that he was biased against people of the Muslim religion. 

2. Canons l and 2(A) require judges to uphold the integrity of the judiciary by 
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avoiding impropriety and the appearance of impropriety and by acting at all times in a manner 

.that promotes publie confidence in the iptegrity and impartiality of the judiciary. Canon 

3(A)(l) requires that judges be faithful to t4e law and maintain professional competence in it. 

Canon 3(A)(5) requir~s t~atjudges perform judicial duties without bh;s or prejudice. The facts 

here do not establish actual impropriety under Canon 3(A)(5), as all the evidence indicates that 

the judge made a mistake of law and was not motivated· by bias or prejudice. Nonetheless, his 

ruling did create an a~pearance ofimproprietywithrespect to that ca~on. The Code ofJudicial 

Conduct deals not only with subjective intent, but also with appearances. Public confide1ice 

in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary is undennined when a judge's conduct creates . . 

in the mind of a reasonabl~ person the perception that the j':1dge is exercising bias or prejudice, . 

regardless of whether the perceived bia~ or prejudice exists. While judges. should take 

reasonable steps.to maintain decorum in their courtroom, they may not abridge constitutionally 

protected rights to religious liberty absent. a clear threat to public safety, peace or ~rder. As. 

Respondent aclmowledged in his answer to·the Statement of Allegations, tolerance and respect 

for all religious traditions is needed at all times, and particularly at the present point in history. 

Judges have an affinnative obligation to be cognizant of whether their policies or orders 

infringe on the C(?nstitutional rights of those affected by them. Respect for these righ!s should 

be demonstrated. by our govenunent institutions, and particularly by the justice system with its 
. . 

overarching mandate to uphold the constitution. 

B. Imposition of Sanction. 

1. A judge~ s honest but mis ta.ken application of the law does not usually result in 

judicial discipline. Here, however, Respondent failed to consider settled law, which resulted 

in a courtroom practice that infringed upon constitutional rights and created an appearance of 

bias. Accordingly, Respondent's actions rise to the level of sanctio~able conduct. The 

sanction imposed by the Commissioi:i must be commensurate to the level of Respondent's 

culp~bility, sufficient to restore and maintain the public's confidence in the integrity of the 

judiciary, and sufficient to deter similar acts of misconduct in the future.·· 
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2. In detennining the appropriate level of discipline to impose, the Commission 

considers the factors set out in Rule 6(0) of its Rules of Procedure. 

a. Characteristics of the Misoontluot. 

Respondent's violation of the Code of Judicial Conduct occurred in the courtroom, 

whilo_Respondent was acting in his official oapaoity. His actions denied a person herright of 

aopess to court and, alth.ough he did not intend to do so, publicly humiliated her by making her 

feel as though she had been discriminated against based on her religious beliefs. Respondent's 

actions also brought disrepute to the judiciary, in part as a result of media coverage and 

commentary about the incident. Respondent's transgression d;es not appear to have been an 

isolated occurrence. It was Respondent's practice to'require all persons in court to remove 

head coverings or leave the courtroom, as this was not a restriction he placed solely upan 

people who covered their heads for religious reasons. The Commission•s investigation 

revealed.that this bla~et policy may have led to other persons choosing to lea':e Respondent's 

courtroom rather than remove their religious b_ead covering. 

There is no indication that Respondent exploited his judicial position to satisfy 

personal desires. Respondent maintains, and the Commission has no reason to dispute, that 

the nets compl~ined of in this matter were not intended to give offense or to violate the law. 

Respondent's demeanor in the instance.in question was calm and his language was not derisive. 

His consistent position has been that his conduct was motivnted by a sincere, but mistakenly

applied, desire to maintain decorum in his courtroom. Respondent, according to many lawyers 

who appear regularly before him, is fair and respectful to all people appearing in his court, 

regnrdless of their ethnic or religious background. All witnesses contacted in the 

Commissjoo' s investigation who have appeared before, or work with, Respondent expressed 

the opinion that he is not a biased person, nor does he treat people of the Muslim faith or 

anyone else unfairly. BJ(cluding this incident, his reputation h.as been of a judge who is fair to 

all who appear before him and who has a strong sense of justice. Since being contacted.by the 

Commission, however, he promptly and readily admits that it is indisputable that the 1aw.does . 
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not support his past practice, as it infringed upon the fundamental constitutional rights of 

people attending his courtroom. 

b. Service and Demeanor of Respondent. 

k soon as the matter was brought to his attention and he reviewe4 the law, Responde~t 

acknowledged his legal error, cp.anged his practice, and publicly apologized for any 

embarrassment he caused to the woman. The Seattle office of the Council on Americah

Islamic Relations, the group that first br~mght this issue to Respondent's attention, stated their 

satisfaction with his response in a February 1, 2006 ne-ws release (seven days after.the incident) 

as follows; "We thank all those involved in this incident for their quick and decisive actions 

in. defense of tolerance and religious diversity." Re~pondent also took steps to ensure that this 

incident did not affect the matter ,before him that the woman had come to observe and. gave 

both sides in that case the opportunity to select another judge. Neither side objected to his 

continued 1nvo lvement. Respondent has cooperated with the Commission's investigation. He. 

acknowledges that the act occurred, it was inappropriate and violated the Code of Judicial 

Conduct. Respondent has been a judicial officer for three years and has had no prior . 
disciplinary actions against him. Sine~ this incident became public, Respondent hall 

recognized the 11eed to change his policy and in that regard cooperated with the other judges 

of Tacoma Municipal Court to institute a new courtroom attire policy. He has modified his 

conduct and no longer imposes the restriction in question. 

3, Based upon the stipulated facts, upon consideration and balancing of the above 

factors, Respondent and the Commission agree that Respondent's stipulate~ misconduct snall 

be sanctioned by the imposition of an admonishmeµt. An "admoxuslunent" is a written action 

of the Commission of an advisory nature that cautions a respo}J.dent not to engage in certain . 
proscribed behavior. An admonishment may include a requirement that the responde~t follow 

a specified c01Tective course of action. Admonishment is the least severe disciplinary action 

available to the Commission. 
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C. : Standard Additional Terms of Commission Stipulation 

1. Respondent further agrees he will not retaliate against any person .known or 

suspected to have cooperated with the Com~ission, or otherwise associated with this matter. 

2. Respondent agrees he will not repeat such conduct in the future. 

3, Respondent agrees he wiJl promptly read and fami liarizo himself With the Code 

of Judicial Conduct in its entirety. 

4. Respondent agrees he will complete a course on cultur!tl competence at his 

expense approved in advance by the Commission• s Chair or his designee and provide proof of 

cornt,Ietion of the course within one year 'of the date this stipulation iB entered. Upon 

completion of the course, Respondenl shall submit an affidavit affirming. that the training 

undortaken actually addressed the issues discu~sed in this stipulation. 

5. Respondent agrees that by entering intothis stipulation and agreement he hereby 

waives his procedural rights and appeal rights pursuant to the Commission on Judiciat Conduct 

Rules of Procedure and Article N, Section 31 of the Washington State Constitutfoo in this 

proceeding . 

~~-1!- (254~ 
Hon. David B. Ladenburg d 
~~ .RicG~~ ~~~ndaL-;~2 Calh,er . 

Bx cutive Director 

7- //-v& 
Date 

...rv ( y 6 . .2-0 a C. 
Date ' 

Commission on Judicial Condupt 
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ORDER OF ADMONISH~NT 

Based on the above Stipulation and Agreement, the Commission on Judicial Conduct 
' . 
hereby orders Respondent, Judge David B. Ladenburg, admonished for the above set forth 

violations of the Code of Judicial Conduct. Respondent shall not engage in such conduct in the 

future and shall fulfill all of the terms of the Stipulation and Agreement as set forth therein. 
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